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Introduction
Surgical navigation requires registration of the
patient’s anatomy to preoperative images.
Traditionally this is accomplished with fiducials or
skin surface tracings, but can be difficult with lateral
or prone positioning. Here we show how an A-mode
ultrasound can be used to register skull surface
points through skin and hair on a cadaver model as
accurately as traditional methods.

Methods
Three cadaver heads were fitted with bone screw
fiducials for registration. A 7.5 megahertz
ultrasound transducer was calibrated and tracked
with a commercially available surgical navigation
system. The distance from the tip of the ultrasound
transducer on the cadaver skin surface to the skull
surface was calculated using a digital signal
processing algorithm developed at the Southern
Illinois University department of biomedical
engineering. The measured skull surface points
were loaded into the standard registration software
of the surgical navigation system. The individual
skull surface points measured by ultrasound and
their distance to the skull surface from the
computed tomography scan of the cadaver head
was calculated. Computed error metrics were then
used to validate that ultrasound measured skull
surface points could register the skull with increased
accuracy for lateral and prone surgical positions.
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Results
The error of the skull surface points as measured by
the ultrasound probe was less than 1mm for most
regions of the skull surface. Artificial hair saturated
with ultrasound gel did not significantly affect
measurements indicating that hair clipping would
not be necessary for most patients.

Conclusions
The computed error metrics after registration
validated the hypothesis that ultrasound
measurements of the skull surface can accurately
register preoperative images to the patient on the
operating table with cranial fixation. Surgical
registration technology can use ultrasound
measurements with the digital signal processing
method we developed. This technological innovation
can increase the accuracy of surgical navigation by
replacing fiducials or tracing methods.

Ultrasound Processing

Description of how A-mode ultrasound signals are

processed during cranial registration.

Error Analysis Results

Results analysis showing submillimetric error with A-mode

ultrasound based registration for surgical navigation.
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Learning Objectives
Understand the basics of surgical navigation and
registration.

Understand how A-mode ultrasound can be used to
register patient's to preoperative CT and MRI scans.


